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Lot Hammer Description 

285 £4,000.00 A rare 17th century slap soled mule or vamp in blue velvet with silver wire floral scroll 
embroidery, white kid heel and upper sole with braid stitched heel seam, sole unattached 
at heal, tooled brown leather liner, 21cm 

585 £3,800.00 A good late 19th Century haberdashery cabinet of twenty four drawers, each with a 
numerical label, gold on black, and a conforming contents label divided by a brass flush 
fitting handle, moulded plinth base and overhanging top, the drawer titles including 'Hooks 
and Eyes', 'Silk Reels', 'Colored Cottons', 'Thimbles/ Measures' etc., 136 x 34 x 89cm high 

188 £3,300.00 A good mid 17th Century needlework and stumpwork box of rectangular form raised on 
gilded hexagonal bun feet, the front with a huntsman and dog in pursuit of a stag and 
flanked by a camel and lion below a sky and sun, the sides and back in stripes of coloured 
silks depicting stylised flowers, the lid with a lady holding a book in one hand below a floral 
arbour in raised work amid a lion, a stag, a dog, a rabbit, a country house, flowers, trees 
and insects, engraved gilt brass latch plate to front, the interior lined in painted paper and 
compartmentalised to one side, overall in good condition the front sides and back fresh 
with bright colours, the lid a little faded but bright and fresh in parts, 31 x 24 x 13.5cm 

709 £2,900.00 A 17th Century English pike man’s armour, comprising breast plate with musket ball proof, 
with double hinged tassets each of eight 'layers' with rivetted decoration, 73cm high, 50cm 
max width at base *Invoice from P.M. Norden, undated 'Civil War Pewriod Pikemans breast 
plate and tassets circa 1645 £180’ 

726 £2,480.00 Buttons - a fine set of six 18th Century buttons, each painted in tones of white and brown 
with putti at play and work on a blue ground under glass within brass frames, 4cm dia. (6) 
*See Epstein (D) and Safro (S) Buttons, Page 42 for a very similar set. 

727 £2,250.00 Buttons - a fine set of six Bilston enamel 18th Century buttons, circa. 1775, each depicting a 
young woman head and shoulders or waist length, in elegant attire against a blue ground 
within tortoiseshell frames, 3.2cm dia. (6) 

686 £2,050.00 An Indo-Portugese table cabinet, late 17th/early 18th Century, India, Gujarat or Sind, each 
side with floral engraved ivory panels within chequer and line borders the top inset with a 
central tortoiseshell panel probably a replacement, iron side handles, the fall front 
internally decorated in the same manner and revealing an arrangement of six drawers, the 
upper drawer divided as three to the front, original drop handles, 30.5 x 23.5 x 19.5cm 
*Invoice P.P. Morley Antiques, Kenilworth, 16 December 1972 - £130 

227 £1,650.00 A mid 17th Century silk needlework casket, the front with a pair of hinged doors with a 
male and female figure amid flowers, castles, houses and a tent, below a rectangular 
hinged section reducing to a box top, the remainder of the exterior divided into geometric 
panels of coloured silk work, the hinged top section lined in marble paper with six divisions, 
the lower section with two fitted pin cushions divided by a removable mirror, the doors 
revealing an arrangement of four drawers in panels of geometric silk, pierced brass 
escutcheon, metal handle mounts to lid, raised on carved wooden segmented half dome 
feet, silver braid corners, general wear and dis-colourisation to exterior, 25 x 18 x 29cm. 

307 £1,650.00 An attractive late 18th Century sampler in a decorative frame by 'Sarah Bowmar' worked 
with alphabets and numerals, crowns and a verse, within a garland of flowers in coloured 
silks, the frame decorated with trailing flowers, some slight colour run, a note on the back 
'Moth damage repaired lower corners, 2nd March, 1972, WGW', in glazed frame, 42 x 32cm 

279 £1,450.00 A 17th Century needlework purse of near square form, the silver wire stitched ground 
decorated to each side with variant flowers in petit point in shades of pink and green, the 
stems in silver chain stitch or braid, twist of silver cord to one corner, 8 x 8.5cm Invoice 
from Christopher Clarke Antiques Sept 23rd 1976 £37 

 



 

 

 

 


